
Access training program hits the road,
sharing success with other facilities
Arkansas provider brings hospitals together to share ideas 

The University Hospital of Arkansas in Little Rock is taking its
“Strengthening Bridges” program for access employees on the
road and finding some additional benefits for the home crowd 

as well as for a new audience.
Opening the continuing education program to access employees

throughout the state has allowed staff at the University of Arkansas
Medical System (UAMS) to “see what other facilities go through and
share ideas back and forth,” says Holly Hiryak, RN, CHAM, director 
of hospital admissions. “It gave them an opportunity to think outside
the box.”

Participants “bounced a lot of things off each other,” adds Karen
Lamoreaux, a UAMS revenue integrity specialist who is one of two
main trainers for the program. “Plan codes come up quite frequently,”
she notes. “Each hospital has its own definition and uses. It was helpful
to hear from others how many they have and how they clean them up
and maintain them.”

The Medicare Secondary Payer questionnaire was another topic of
discussion, Lamoreaux says. “What does [the other hospital’s] look like?
Where do they put the documentation in the computer?” 

Hiryak decided to offer Strengthening Bridges — a two-day program
that updates and reinforces access skills in such areas as insurance veri-
fication and compliance — after some networking with the Arkansas
Association of Hospital Access Management (ARKHAM).

“I had presented the course outline and content at the last ARKHAM
meeting, and that’s what sparked their interest,” she says. “They came to
see what we had to offer.” (See more on the Strengthening Bridges pro-
gram on p. 8 of the January 2002 issue of Hospital Access Management.)

Although outside students have come to UAMS to receive the training,
Hiryak says, her trainers will go to other facilities that have at least five
employees who want to participate. At $150 per person for the two-day
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program, the training is not a moneymaker for the
health system, she adds. “Considering the materi-
als we provide and the trainers’ time, we just cover
expenses.”

UAMS staff called the access manager at the
participants’ hospital before the recent session,
Hiryak says, “to get specific information about
how they do certain forms, etc., so we could
address that in the training as well.” 

Staff realized, however, after the first session
that included outside participants, that some of
the program material was not relevant to those
who were not part of UAMS, Lamoreaux notes.
“There was a section about the revenue integrity

team and the audit process we do that was really
UAMS-specific, as was the information about
cash collections.”

A chapter on the system’s financial hardship,
or charity program also was not particularly
helpful to outsiders, she adds. Although a brief
section on billing issues remains, the outside par-
ticipants no longer hear lectures by UAMS billing
representatives detailing their program.

“Based on their feedback, we were able to make
changes,” Lamoreaux says. The class now has been
reorganized so that the material specific to UAMS
is covered the first morning, and students from
other hospitals are brought in at 1 p.m., she adds. 

In the afternoon of that first day, Lamoreaux
explains, the trainers cover regulatory issues,
such as COBRA/EMTALA, as well as informa-
tion about Arkansas agencies, grants, and studies
that affect access personnel. Insurance topics are
the focus on the second day, she says.

Because there is so much about Strengthening
Bridges that is specific to the state, including
details of Medicare, Blue Cross Blue Shield, and
fiscal intermediaries, the program really is appro-
priate only for Arkansas access personnel, Hiryak
notes. 

Compliments on communication

One of the positive things outside students
point out regarding what they learn about UAMS
has to do with the interaction between the regis-
tration and billing areas, Lamoreaux says. “They
compliment us on how much we have improved
communication between the frontline staff and
the billing department. Many say they’re moti-
vated to go back [to their facilities] and find bet-
ter ways to communicate.”

At UAMS, she explains, the revenue team —
made up of Hiryak and four other team members
— acts as the middle man in the process. “We
audit the registrations and give feedback and
conduct monthly inservice training classes. We
act as the communication liaison between the reg-
istrars and physicians billing, hospital billing, the
hospital compliance officer, and the office of busi-
ness development [managed care].”

When there is a new insurance contract or
compliance issue, for example, the revenue team
members — who have fostered a personal rela-
tionship with the various players — transmit the
information to registrars, Lamoreaux explains. In
some cases, they might have someone from the
appropriate department speak at an inservice. 
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To those who are developing training programs,
she suggests looking at as many models as possi-
ble. “Holly did a lot of research,” Lamoreaux says.
“There is no sense reinventing the wheel.”

She also advises patience. “It really does take a
while for that wave motion to make it to the out-
skirts [of the organization],” she adds. “We’ve
been doing this for over a year, and we’re just
now getting the training to the point that we’re
really happy with Strengthening Bridges.” 

[Editor’s note: Holly Hiryak can be reached at (501)
686-8170 or by e-mail at hiryakhollym@uams.edu.
Karen Lamoreaux can be reached at (501) 686-6718.] ■

Proactive registration dept. 
leads to hospital’s award
Patient satisfaction, physician efforts cited

When Southern Ohio Medical Center in
Portsmouth received the Ohio Award for

Excellence (OAE) in September 2002, indications
are that it had a lot to do with the hospital’s
proactive registration and central scheduling
department.

Outlined in the application for the honor —
awarded each year to a winner selected from just
one of five categories, including business, educa-
tion, government, health care, or not-for-profit —
were several registration initiatives and achieve-
ments, explains Pam Partlow, RN, manager of
central scheduling and registration.

Mentioned in the award-winning application
were the quarterly breakfast that she hosts for the
staffs of physician offices and nursing homes in
the area, and a newsletter that Partlow writes and
sends to physicians each quarter. 

Three of the hospital’s registration areas had
achieved a 99th percentile ranking from South
Bend, IN-based patient satisfaction measurement
firm Press Ganey, which also was noted in the
application, Partlow adds. Wait time in the emer-
gency department (ED) went from a 50% satisfac-
tion ranking to a 99% score, she says, while the
hospital also ranked in the 99th percentile in
courtesy of registration.

In the category of registration wait time, she
notes, the hospital went from a 16% ranking to 
an 87% ranking. 

Other measurable indicators include the

monthly accuracy rate for registrars or schedulers
employed six months or more, for which the goal
is 97%, Partlow adds. 

Bedside registration boosts score

The primary reason for the dramatic improve-
ment in ED wait times was the implementation 
of bedside registration about two years ago, she
says. Staff now do more than 3,000 ED registra-
tions a month at the bedside using four laptops
— three are ready-to-use computers and a fourth
is charged for backup, Partlow adds. The depart-
ment surpassed its goal of 3,163 registrations
(using laptops), reaching 3,465 in the third quar-
ter of 2002. 

The laptop on wheels is nicknamed Rosie
(named after robot maid from the old Jetsons tele-
vision show), she notes. When doing presenta-
tions on ED bedside registration for staff from
other hospitals, Partlow says, she often lifts Rosie
up and puts an apron on her. “We believe in hav-
ing fun while we work in our organization.”
Other laptops are known as R2D2 (from the Star
Wars movie series) and Johnny 5 (from the movie
Short Circuit), she says.

“The number of bedside registrations per-
formed in this manner depends on bed availabil-
ity,” Partlow notes. “We could do more if more
beds were available.” The figures cited are just
for bedside registrations using the laptops, she
points out. “We have other means of doing bed-
side registration.” (See graphs, p. 4.)

Total bedside registrations are not recorded by
volume, but rather as a percentage of all ED reg-
istrations, Partlow explains. For the last quarter
for which figures were available, 41% of registra-
tions were at bedside, with a goal of 50%, she
adds. 

The hospital approximately has 13,000 ED vis-
its a month, Partlow says, many of which do not
require the use of a bed because the patients need
only minor treatment. 

Partlow credits monthly meetings of a multi-
disciplinary performance improvement team and
the support of the ED medical director for the
success of the bedside registration initiative. 

“Everyone has to be on board,” she says, “includ-
ing nurses, X-ray technicians, and physicians.”

One of the things she also highlights in her
presentations is the importance of staff buy-in,
Partlow adds.

“It finally dawned on me that just because
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managers think an idea is wonderful, it doesn’t
mean staff necessarily want to follow,” she says.
“You’ve got to be a cheerleader and set targets for
them.” In her case, she says, that meant creating
an atmosphere of excitement at meeting an initial
goal of 50 bedside registrations a month.

Partlow says she recently completed an appli-
cation indicating she would donate her time and
that of her supervisors to present “best practices”
under the auspices of the Ohio Award for Excel-
lence program.

“I applied for ‘wait-time in registration,’” she
adds. “We could present at OAE sessions or at
other hospitals.” 

[Editor’s note: Pam Partlow can be reached at (740)
356-8885, ext. 8885 or by e-mail at partlowp@somc.
org.] ■

Registrars’ cash incentive 
raises hospital collections
Figures double in just one year

Brown County General Hospital more than
doubled its upfront cash collections over the

past year by offering incentives to both registrars
and their bosses, says Barb Dailey, patient access
director at the Georgetown, OH, facility.

Fifteen registrars who cover the admitting,
outpatient, and emergency areas at the 50-bed
hospital had collected close to $15,000 by mid-
November 2002, compared to $7,000 for the year
2001, and $5,000 during 2000, Dailey says. The
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Innovative program boosts 
staff training, recruitment
AM acts on hunch, instigates class at local school

Thinking about ways to recruit access per-
sonnel and to give them the extensive edu-

cation they need to do the job, Pam Partlow,
RN, manager of central scheduling and regis-
tration at Southern Ohio Medical Center in
Portsmouth, had an inspiration that led to a
solution for both problems.

“I took a risk and the risk worked out,” she
says. “You can’t be afraid of risk.”

Acting on a hunch about a way to both
increase her pool of potential recruits and pro-
vide them more training than job orientation
time frames allow, Partlow approached the
Scioto County Joint Vocational School with the
idea of creating a course to teach access skills. 

“They had some funding that would fit,” she
says. “We tried it and they liked it.” 

Partlow and her three supervisors set up a
program and a syllabus for teaching the skills
necessary to register patients in a hospital, a
clinic or a physician’s office, she adds. The
supervisors teach the class in the evenings after
work, trading off from quarter to quarter, and
are paid by the school through a grant. The
central scheduling supervisor teaches the last
three weeks of the session, she notes, when stu-
dents are ready to absorb those skills.

In addition to registration, insurance, Medi-
care and scheduling information, the class cov-
ers etiquette and how to “dress for success,”
she adds. “We have someone from human
resources come and speak to them. They can
apply for a job while they’re still in the class.”

In place for about two years, the session
recently was extended from six weeks to nine,
Partlow says, so that more billing information
can be taught, and students have more oppor-
tunity for hands-on experience. In addition to
“shadowing” employees in admitting and reg-
istration, they will have the opportunity to
observe the billing operation and visit physi-
cians’ offices, she says. 

While students are receiving the on-site
admission and registration training, Partlow
says, “we have them get confidentiality state-
ments signed, work on our computer system,
and do simple registrations. A supervisor is
with them at all times.”

Having new hires who have been through
the vocational school training makes job orien-
tation “so much easier,” she adds. “Things con-
nect in their head and click a lot quicker.”

The only potential problem with the pro-
gram has to do with the grant requirements,
Partlow notes. “A certain number of students
have to be hired to keep the funding up, and
we’re not always able to hire the people who
apply. They have to pass references and drug
screens and may not get through that process.
But if they come to class and learn, there still
could be good positions out there for them.”  ■



goal for 2002 was $10,000, she adds. 
Beginning in January 2002, the hospital began

offering registrars 3% of whatever they collect in
upfront copays and deductibles, Dailey explains.
Dailey and a supervisor each get 1.5% of the total
collected. Clinic fees charged by the specialty
physicians in the hospital’s outpatient pavilion
are included, she says.

“We keep track of it through the business office,”
Dailey says. “Receipts are printed out in the system
and added up at the end of each quarter. [The busi-
ness office staff] figure up the bonuses and [regis-
trars] get them with their paychecks.”

Depending on the assertiveness of the registrar
— and to a large extent the shift and area in
which she works — those bonuses can be as little
as $2 or $3 or as much as $40 or $50, Dailey notes.
“Those on third shift don’t collect much, because
they don’t have as many patients to see.”

Registrars make note of insurance cards to see
the kind of plan to which patients belong, she
says. They have suggested scripts to use during
collection efforts, Dailey adds, which include
statements such as “How would you like to pay
your copay today?” and “We accept checks,
credit cards, or cash.”

Hospital administrators are looking toward an
eventual bonus payout on $100,000 in collections,
she says, which probably would be close to 100%
of the money due, according to Dailey.

“Our biggest trial is to get patients used to
paying upfront,” Dailey points out. “We’ve
posted signs saying that if you’re a self-pay
[patient] or have a copay on an MRI [magnetic
resonance imaging], payment is expected up
front,” she adds. “That is starting to help.”

In some cases, patients actually want to pay
but can’t because the appropriate amount has not
been determined, Dailey notes. “We’re hoping
that we can set a figure of $50 or so [to be paid]
toward whatever the deductible is. We’re coordi-
nating with information systems and patient
financial services on the charges [for various
procedures].”

ED procedure changed

Upfront collections in the emergency depart-
ment (ED) alone have increased by about 80%,
Dailey says, in part because of a change in the
triage process that occurred during the quarter
that ended June 2002. The new procedure, she
adds, was implemented after careful examina-
tion of the provisions of the Emergency Medical

Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA). 
After the nurse triages the patient and deter-

mines that his or her condition is not an emer-
gency, Dailey explains, registrars are free to
register the person and collect the copay. In the
past, she says, registrars waited until the end of
the ED visit to attempt to collect the payment.
“That didn’t work because the patient never got
back to us. Now we get them before they go back
to be treated.”

Most patients have a set copay for ED treat-
ment, Dailey notes. “If it’s a 20% deductible, we
don’t try to collect those.” Eventually, however,
the hospital plans to work out the deductibles
and collect accordingly, she says.

In the case of emergent patients, payment is
not mentioned until the patient has been treated
and stabilized, Dailey says. At that point, regis-
trars may attempt to collect, she adds. “With the
incentive bonus, more of them go back and ask
[for payment], where they didn’t before.”

[Editor’s note: Barb Dailey may be reached at (937)
378-7500.] ■

Preprinted forms gone; 
data flow is enhanced
Embosser cards, bulky machine also gone

Palmetto Health Baptist Hospital in Columbia,
SC, has replaced its old embosser card tech-

nology with a Patient Link Up Enterprise (PLUE)
system that has eliminated costly preprinted
forms and increased the clarity and accuracy of
the patient data flow, says Charlene Cathcart,
director of admissions and registration.

The system, a product of Standard Register,
went live at Palmetto Health Baptist in May 2002,
and is scheduled to be in place at Palmetto
Health System’s two other hospitals by early
spring, Cathcart says.

The PLUE system “gives us the ability to print
any piece or the entire admission kit directly to a
printer located at the nursing station,” she adds.
Cathcart notes that while many hospitals choose
to have those documents print in the admissions
area, sending them straight to nursing is in line
with a Sentinel Alert issued by the Joint Commis-
sion on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organiza-
tions (JCAHO).

“Sentinel Alert No. 10 talks about nurses writing
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information by hand and the need for bar code
identification,” she says. As she was researching
PLUE, Cathcart notes, she discovered that not
only could the system send documents directly 
to the nursing station, it could print labels with
bar codes.

Realizing she could get rid of the embosser
cards and their accompanying technology — an
expensive machine that broke down every two

weeks or so — sold her on the Standard Register
product, she says.

The bar code labels “allowed us to be a little
more creative,” Cathcart explains. “We do bed-
side glucoses here, and before clinicians had to
manually type in a 10-digit account number for
that patient. Now they can just take the glucose
meter and scan it from the patient’s armband,
and the bar code reader downloads the [account
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How one system scripted
religious questions

In early 2001, while serving as corporate
director for registration and financial services

at Crozer-Keystone Health System in Upland,
PA, Anthony M. Bruno, MPA, MEd, developed
a script for patient access representatives to use
when asking patients about the release of infor-
mation regarding religious preference.

“It was designed to ensure patient privacy
in connection with the anticipated Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) privacy regulation,” says Bruno, who
is now director of patient access and business
operations at Presbyterian Medical Center in
Philadelphia. The new HIPAA privacy regula-
tions become effective on April 14. The script
is as follows:

Patient Religion Questions

Below, please find suggested scripting for
addressing patient religion during the ED reg-
istration and admission process:

During the ED registration process, when
addressing the religion question, please ask:

“Would you like us to list your religious
affiliation?”

• If the answer is YES, list the appropriate
religious affiliation.

• Then when completing the RLS? field,
ask: “We are required to ask if you give us
permission to release your religious affilia-
tion to clergy. If your answer is YES, clergy
MAY visit you during your stay, if you are
admitted.”

• Then enter YES, NO, or UNKNOWN to
the question in the system “Do you give

permission to release your religious affiliation
to clergy? If you CANNOT obtain a definitive
YES or NO response from the patient, enter
UNKNOWN. 

NOTE: If the patient answers the religious
affiliation question . . .

• None specified (NON) . . .  answer NO to
the permission to release question.

• Unknown (UNK) . . . answer UNKNOWN
to the permission to release question.

• Other (OTH) answer YES, NO, or
UNKNOWN as appropriate, to the permis-
sion to release question.

During the ADMISSION registration pro-
cess, when addressing the religion question
please ask: “Would you like us to list your
religious affiliation?”

• If the answer is YES, list the appropriate
religious affiliation.

• Then when completing the RLS? field,
ask: “We are required to ask if you give us
permission to release your religious affilia-
tion to clergy. If your answer is YES, clergy
MAY visit you during your stay.”

• Then enter YES, NO, or UNKNOWN to
the question in the system “Do you give per-
mission to release your religious affiliation to
clergy? If you CANNOT obtain a definitive
YES or NO response from the patient, enter
UNKNOWN. 

NOTE: if the patient answers the religious
affiliation question . . .

• None specified (NON) . . . answer NO to
the permission to release question.

• Unknown (UNK) . . . answer UNKNOWN
to the permission to release question.

• Other (OTH) answer YES, NO, or
UNKNOWN as appropriate, to the permis-
sion to release question.  ■



number] into the lab system.”
Although there is no hard data available yet on

the cost-effectiveness of the new system, Cathcart
says her sense is that “the savings are pretty sig-
nificant. One box of the old multipart admission
forms costs $286, and we use about three boxes a
week. The cost of a box of blank paper is virtually
nothing.”

In addition, “we no longer have to have a staff
person go into the workroom, break down an
admission packet and sort out the pieces for dif-
ferent places,” she points out. “The only pieces
that print in the admissions area are the admis-
sion, consent and assignment of benefits form.”

Some ancillary departments at Palmetto Bap-
tist also receive face sheets directly, Cathcart
notes, and that practice will be more widespread
at the Palmetto Richland campus, which is more
decentralized. “There will be printers in more
ancillary departments, and if they need another
copy, we will let them print it.”

Unlike at Palmetto Baptist, which has a very
centralized operation, she says, a large number of
patients at the Richland campus are sent directly
to the appropriate ancillary department. “They
would need to have [access to the system] where
they are, so they can print and reprint as needed.”

Patient safety enhanced

A major advantage of the PLUE system is that
patients are identified more quickly and accu-
rately because their identifying information is not
written by hand or added with an embosser card,
Cathcart says.

The system also provides the ability to fax physi-
cian orders directly to the pharmacy, she adds. 

“The physician is on the unit, [the printer] spits
out a blank form with the bar code [identifying
the patient], and he writes the order on that form,
which is faxed to the pharmacy,” she explains.

In the past, Cathcart says, the second part of the
multipart physician order — a smeared duplicate
page — would have been sent by pneumatic tube
to the pharmacist, who often would have had
trouble reading the information and had to look
up the patient in the computer system. With the
new system, she adds, the process is enhanced
because, in effect, every copy is an original.

The price of the system varies, she notes,
“based on how you decide to roll it out. It can
be done inexpensively, or you can choose to put
printers on all the nursing units. Based on my
last calculation, I should be able to cost-justify it

in two to five years.”
Implementation of the PLUE system went par-

ticularly smoothly at Palmetto Baptist, Cathcart
adds, because nursing and the ancillary depart-
ments were an integral part of the process from
the beginning.

It also helped that a multidisciplinary team
drove the project, she says. “A lot of times infor-
mation technology makes the decisions and you
live with them, but this time we made the deci-
sions together. We got input from the medical
staff, did a lot of education of physicians, and it
went extremely well.”

[Editor’s note: Charlene Cathcart can be reached 
at (803) 296-5187 or by e-mail at charlene.cathcart@
palmettohealth.org.] ■

Are blood pressure checks 
covered under EMTALA?
Expert also addresses ambulance provisions

[Editor’s note: This column runs occasionally in
Hospital Access Management and addresses ques-
tions regarding the Emergency Medical Treatment and
Active Labor Act (EMTALA).]

Question: At a smaller critical access hospital,
members of the community have been allowed to
come to the emergency department (ED) to have
their blood pressure checked. There is no documen-
tation of the visit or of the vital signs. Patients are
not asked if they want a medical screening exami-
nation, and they leave without being checked in or
registered. Is this practice an EMTALA violation?

Answer: The practice described in the question
is similar to any number of “public relations”
types of services provided by hospitals as a con-
venience to the community, says Jonathan D.
Lawrence, MD, JD, FACEP, an ED physician and
medical staff risk management liaison at St. Mary
Medical Center in Long Beach, CA.

Other such services include health fairs where
blood pressure, blood sugar, and cholesterol levels
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are checked free of charge, he adds.
“The question does raise interesting EMTALA

ramifications,” Lawrence says. No EMTALA lia-
bility attaches for asymptomatic patients coming
to merely have their blood pressure checked, he
says. “After all, they could just as easily have the
same blood pressure checked by a machine auto-
matically down at the local pharmacy.” 

Lawrence explains that under EMTALA, a
patient must come to the ED for medical evalua-
tion and treatment of an emergent medical condi-
tion before EMTALA requirements kick in.
Therefore, he says, if a patient is not coming to
the hospital for evaluation and treatment of an
emergency medical condition (defined by the
layperson standard “symptoms of such severity

that a prudent layperson would conclude that an
emergency medical condition exists”), EMTALA
doesn’t apply. “These people requesting blood
pressure checks are presumably asymptomatic,”
he says. “If not, then a simple blood pressure
check should be refused, and the person should
be encouraged to sign in as a patient and receive
a full-screening exam.”

A competent person may refuse a screening
exam, Lawrence notes. A patient with headache,
shortness of breath, and chest pain, for example,
should be registered and screened or a refusal of
examination form should be signed, he says.
Asymptomatic people with elevated blood pres-
sures, the parameters of which need to be defined
by each ED in accordance with the “comfort
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Mind your EMTALA
signage, expert cautions 
Easy to overlook placement of important signs

Anumber of hospitals have been cited in the
past few months for lack of signs notifying

patients of their rights under the Emergency
Medical Treatment and Labor Act (EMTALA),
according to Stephen Frew, JD, a longtime spe-
cialist in EMTALA compliance.

All of the facilities cited had signs, although
several had remodeled and forgotten to put 
them back up, says Frew, a web site publisher
(www.medlaw.com) and risk management con-
sultant for Physicians Insurance Co. of Wisconsin
in Madison. “The biggest problem was location.”

“All of these hospitals got cited for not hav-
ing all of the proper locations covered, and
they all got cited for not having signs in their
ambulance entrances, among other locations,”
he points out.

Access managers with emergency depart-
ment (ED) responsibility should take note of
the following reminders regarding EMTALA
signs, he suggests. 

Signs, everywhere signs

Signs must be present in entrances that
access the ED or obstetrics (OB) areas, and in
most hospitals, that amounts to all public
entrances. As noted, signs particularly need to

be posted in the ambulance entrance. 
Signs must be in waiting areas where

EMTALA patients regularly are seated, includ-
ing overflow waiting areas. This means that
areas such as one-patient waiting areas that are
not always used by the ED, but sometimes are,
must have signs. Other areas include urgent
care, walk-in clinics, OB areas, and psychiatric
intake areas.

Signs must also be in all treatment areas,
which includes all treatment rooms and bays.
Signs must be placed in registration areas used
by walk-in patients. This includes cubicles
used for privacy purposes.

The size of the sign matters. Regulations
require that the signs must be clearly visible
and readable at 20 feet. This typically means
that signs with adequate fonts are in the range
of 18 x 20 inches. Signs in small areas where the
patient cannot be 20 feet from the sign can be
smaller. Typical treatment room and cubicle
signs are 8 x 10 inches.

EMTALA regulations indicate that the signs
must comply with the Limited English Profi-
ciency standards of the Department of Justice
(DOJ) and Office of Inspector General. Recent
revisions to the DOJ standards set the thresh-
old for signs in non-English languages at 1,000
patient contacts or 5%, whichever is lower.
These are hospital contacts, not just the con-
tact rate for the ED or a specific department.

Language for the signs, as specified by the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, is
available on Frew’s web site.  ■



level” of the physicians, need to be offered a for-
mal screening examination and be signed in.  

“In my experience, the majority of people
requesting these blood pressure checks are the
‘worried well,’ but a few people with seriously
elevated blood pressures or who are symptomatic
may show up,” he says. 

Lawrence cautions that those taking the blood
pressure measurements should refrain from dis-
pensing advice. “They may be asked, for exam-
ple, whether a particular reading is normal or
not. Certainly the range of normal blood pres-
sures can be related,” he says. “But any advice as
to what should be done for any given measure-
ment such as increasing or decreasing medica-
tion, for example, should be left to the person’s
own physician or clinic.”

He advises that any request by the person for
more detailed advice should require registering as
a patient. “Likewise, blood measurements clearly
far off the normal range should trigger the ED to
offer a screening exam,” he says. “If refused, doc-
umentation of refusal should be documented.”

Question: If picking up a patient from home
who requests transport to a hospital other than
ours, is it necessary to have the transfer forms
completed by medical control and faxed to the
receiving facility, or is it acceptable for the forms
to be hand-delivered to the facility along with the
patient?

Answer: Ambulances going out to patients’
homes are not subject to EMTALA unless owned
by the hospital, notes Lawrence. 

Assuming the question refers to a hospital-
owned ambulance that is operating independent
of a communitywide emergency medical services
system, the only federal requirement is that the
ambulance activities comply with EMTALA reg-
ulations, according to John D. Lipson, MD,
MBA, principal of Columbus, IN-based Medical
Staff Support Services, which assists medical
staff leaders and administrators with EMTALA
compliance. “It does not matter how the transfer
forms are delivered to the receiving hospital, as
long as they are delivered in a timely manner,”
he says.

[For more information about EMTALA, contact:
• Jonathan D. Lawrence, MD, JD, FACEP, Emer-

gency Department, St. Mary Medical Center, 1050
Linden Ave., Long Beach, CA 30813. Telephone: (562)
491-9090. E-mail: jdl28@cornell.edu.

• John D. Lipson, MD, MBA, Medical Staff Sup-
port Services, 6043 Chinkapin Drive, Columbus, IN
47201. Telephone: (812) 342-2658. E-mail: lipsonj@
medstaff.net. Web: www.medstaff.net.]  ■

Demand for beds 
expected to increase

Bed management likely will become an even
more critical issue for access managers, with

demand for hospital beds expected to increase by
as much as 46% in the next 25 years.

A study published recently by Solucient, a
health care business research group, says the
increase of an additional 238,000 beds is expected
to result from long-term demographic shifts in
the U.S. population, which could drive demand
for inpatient acute care through 2027.

The long-term forecasts also show that total
acute care admissions are projected to increase by
13 million cases during the same time frame, a
41% jump from the current number of national
admissions. The aging of the baby boom genera-
tion, increased life expectancy, rising fertility
rates, and continued immigration are all likely to
contribute to the 25-year growth in inpatient care,
according to the study.

Regionally, the study says, inpatient demand
will grow fastest in the Western and Southern
states and more slowly in Midwestern and North-
eastern regions. For more information, visit www.
solucient.com.  ▼

Final OPPS rule 
increases spending

The 1,000-page final outpatient prospective
payment system (OPPS) rule, which takes

effect this month, provides the congressionally
mandated inflationary update and increases
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overall spending, but still pays hospitals only 
83 cents for every dollar spent on outpatient care,
the Chicago-based American Hospital Associa-
tion (AHA) points out.

The rule gives the mandated 3.5% increase, but
the net effect of all provisions in the rule results in
a 3.1% increase from last year for urban hospitals
and a 6.2% increase for rural hospitals, according
to a report in the on-line service AHA News Now.

The rule does not include a pro rata reduction in
pass-through payments for certain new and high-
cost devices, drugs, and biologicals. It lowers the
outlier threshold from 3.5 to 2.75 times the ambula-
tory payment classifications amount, enabling
hospitals to reach the outlier threshold sooner.
However, outlier reimbursement will drop from
50% to 45% of costs above the threshold amount.  ▼

Emergency care crisis 
indicated by AZ survey

Astatewide survey of recent emergency
department (ED) visitors sponsored by the

Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association
points to an emerging crisis in the availability of
and access to emergency treatment in the state.

The public opinion poll of 925 residents shows
that 82% felt nonemergency use of EDs is a prob-
lem, while 95% said many people are using hos-
pital EDs because they have nowhere else to go
for treatment.

Some 88% of those who received emergency care
in an Arizona hospital in the past year reported
being either very or generally satisfied with the
treatment they received, regardless of whether 
they were rural or urban residents, or whether 
they were Hispanic. Of those who were dissatis-
fied, long waits were the most-cited reason.

Also, rural residents are considerably more
likely (61%) than urban dwellers (44%) to see
the availability of emergency care as a problem,
the study showed. 

To see the full report, go to www.azhha.org.  ▼

HHS issues final report 
on regulatory reform

The final report of the Department of Health
and Human Services Advisory Committee on

Regulatory Reform features 255 recommenda-
tions to improve care delivery by reducing the
regulatory burden on health care providers.

The recommendations address overly burden-
some, and at times unnecessary, patient assess-
ment tools; better coordination of the release of
new requirements; clarification of rules govern-
ing emergency care; and more consistency and
reliability from contractors that process Medicare
claims and advise hospitals.

They also urge streamlined record-keeping and
reporting requirements, such as the Medicare cost
report. The committee, created last year, is com-
posed of consumers, physicians, nurses, and
other health care professionals. More information
is available at www.regreform.hhs.gov.  ▼

Patient violence called 
biggest threat to ED staff

More than 90% of emergency department (ED)
managers at VHA member hospitals polled

at a recent conference cited patient violence as the
greatest threat to ED personnel, despite height-
ened awareness of bioterrorism and the recent ter-
rorist threat to hospitals in key U.S. cities. VHA is
a nationwide network of 2,200 community-owned
health care systems and their physicians. 

About 66% of the 74 managers polled at VHA’s
Emergency Department Conference saw the risk
of contracting hepatitis C as the second-biggest
threat. Roughly 70% of respondents indicated
their hospitals were not prepared to deal with
bioterrorist-related medical emergencies, down
from 80% in 2001.

Nearly a third of respondents said a lack of
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acute and critical care beds to which ED patients
can be transferred was the primary factor for
overcrowding in EDs. Other primary reasons for
overcrowding included work force and staffing
issues (24%) and uninsured patients using the ED
for primary care (19%). For more information, go
to www.vha.com.  ▼

Cash discounts surface 
as government concern 

Cash discounts are rising on the government’s
radar screen, warn health care attorneys, who

point to the Department of Health and Human
Services’ Office of Inspector General special advi-
sory on inducements issued recently. “Whether
and to what extent cash discounts to patients are
permissible continues to be a source of frustration
for physicians, ambulatory surgery centers, and
other providers,” says Allison Shuren of Arent
Fox in Washington, DC. 

Bill Sarraille, also of Arent Fox, says that list
includes Medicare reimbursement limitations,
state anti-kickback laws, the anti-beneficiary
inducement provision of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act, the Medicare
exclusion provision that relates to Medicare and
non-Medicare charges as well as state insurance
anti-discrimination provisions.

Sarraille says the term “cash discounts” some-
times is used to incorrectly suggest an appropriate
reason for improperly waiving on “out-of-network”
penalties required by a patient’s managed care
insurance. “Providers, in these situations, are
looking for a means of eliminating the ‘out-of-
network’ penalties that would otherwise apply,

without reducing the amount that the insurance
company pays,” he explains. 

According to Shuren, another potential prob-
lem with a cash discount in connection with
Medicare patients is that Medicare pays the lesser
of the applicable percentage of the fee schedule
allowable or the actual charge for the service. “If
a cash discount is offered in connection with a
Medicare covered service, the effect of this will
typically be to take the actual charge below the
Medicare allowable,” she explains. If that fact is
not reported on the claim form submitted to the
Medicare program, she says the provider will
receive an overpayment.  ■
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